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Teaching online courses pose challenges for faculty, who are used to face-to-face (F2F). We are deprived of the ability to “read 
the room,” to pick up cues from our students’ facial and body gestures, and we lose the spontaneity that comes with being in 
our classroom. We are missing the social presence of a F2F teaching.  
 
In discussing the importance of social presence in the online classroom, Rena Palloff and Keith Pratt note, “simply getting 
students to talk to one another [for example in a discussion forum] is not sufficient. Instead, there needs to be a focus on 
establishing human-to-human contact” before the class begins and throughout the semester.1  We need to project our teaching 
personae into an online environment and create a stimulating and supportive environment for our students to learn. Failure to 
do so may undermine the capacity of our students to learn. This Teaching Tip focuses upon Social Presence.  
 
Because the definition of online learning and teaching modalities can vary, here are the definitions used in this Teaching Tip:  

• synchronous online (all participants online at the same time) 
• asynchronous online (participants complete work online at varying times) 
• blended (all participants meet in-person at times during the semester) 
• hy-flex or multi-modal (some participants are in-person and others online in instructor-led simultaneous session) 
 

 
How can faculty maintain human contact in their online course?   
 
Research on social presence in online learning suggests approaches that we can take in online modalities. 
 
What is social presence?   
It is part of a triad that promotes a community of inquiry. Social presence are “communication behaviors and perceptions of 
participants in online discussions” that include: 

• “’the ability of learners to project themselves socially and affectively into a community of inquiry,’ 
• “‘the degree to which a person is perceived as ‘real’ in mediated communication,’  
• “‘the degree in which participants in computer-mediated communication feel affectively connected one to another, and 
• “‘the ability to project one’s self and establish personal and purposeful relationships.’” 2 

 
The diagram below shows that social presence works in tandem with cognitive and teaching presence to create a student-
centered online learning environment. To achieve social, cognitive, and teaching presence requires not only content mastery, 
but also a teaching practice that is learner-centered and based on backward design principles.  

 
1 Rena M. Palloff and Keith Pratt, Building Online Learning Communities: Effective Strategies for the Virtual Classroom, 2nd ed (San Francisco: Wiley, 2007), 12. 
2 Karen Swan and Jennifer Richardson, “Social Presence and the Community of Inquiry Framework,” in Social Presence in Online Learning: Multiple 
Perspectives on Practice and Research,” Sterling, VA: Stylus, 2017), 65.    



 

 
We have many tools, licensed by Bloomsburg University, at our disposal to create social presence in online environments:3 
 Telephone 
 D2L/BOLT (announcements, email, discussion boards, assignment feedback, audio, video) 
 Husky Success (a.k.a. Starfish) where we can send kudos and “raise flags” 
 Mediasite 
 Google Classroom 
 Microsoft Teams 
 Office 365-OneDrive collaborative tools 
 Online synchronous office hours (or better you call them student success hours or student collaboration time) 

 
Some of the many Apps available outside of BU tech support:  
During Summer 2020, faculty crowd sourced and demonstrated some tools and apps they were using. Of course, it makes 
sense to explore these apps independent of the video demos below. In making decisions about using non-BU supported Tech 
Tools, consider these factors: cost to student, ease of access and use, goal of the tool and app, layering on too many tools 
within a course and across the students’ course schedule.  Here are 10-14-minute videos in which colleagues shared how they 
use the following: 
 

Blogger, Christina Francis Creating and Sharing Google Forms for a 
Zoom Session 

Creating and Sharing Office 365-
Doc for a Zoom Session 

Flipgrid, Craig Young Go React, Jessica Bentley-Sassaman Gradescope, Dan McCurry 

GroupMe, Christina Francis Inclusive Access/McGraw-Hill Connect, 
Cheryl Howlett 

Kahoot, Rebecca Willoughby 

Kahoot Quiz Game, Christina Force MicrosoftTeams, Dan McCurry 
 

Padlet, Steph Gardner 

 
3 At the time of writing, integration of Bloomsburg, Lock Haven, and Mansfield are still in process. So, not all technology may be equally 
accessible at all campuses.   

https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/5cda8c64513d4afa8787a9e9becfc0241d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/759b21c3dcba4f2eac742593ce3db9e31d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/759b21c3dcba4f2eac742593ce3db9e31d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/927ac18525dc45a38367153cad6079711d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/927ac18525dc45a38367153cad6079711d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/60c46581e71b4207ad15ccad90d3533a1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/434d179967144268b36c66a4a52184c51d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/ce1502c3820b44c188def9bcf0540d4e1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/774ffe4dc57c494c9193ebd9a69c0a2e1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/b81041a78a34472793489792c98ad19c1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/b81041a78a34472793489792c98ad19c1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/ebe61626ab814b0b98b5986183fd63ae1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/859a835e30e048219949b3ff881413a51d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/798f70eb83954ec896db5ab23a364c841d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/da454ae4fd7a4ef3bc507c61c87657721d


 
Piazza, Dan McCurry Polleverywhere, Arjun Sondhi VoiceThread, Julie Ambrose 

TechSmith’s Capture 
(formerly Jing), Lisa Stallbaumer 

Vialogue, Skye Chernichky-Karcher Wacom Graphics Drawing Tablet 

 
Remember that the use of any technology tools or media does not inherently humanize online modalities.  It is how we use 
these to bring a presence into the classroom that are essential. 

 
 
Building Presence through Course Design and D2L/BOLT  
 
Design your course so that it is learner-centered and based on Backward Design: A Powerful Course Design Method with 
Guidelines.  
 
Introduce each unit, lesson, week, module with short videos or audio files that explains the goals, relevancy to the larger course 
goals, and how they will be achieved.   
 
Create a course site in D2L/BOLT that is easy to navigate, be clear about participation, and how it will be assessed.  Consult 
Better Practices for Creating Content in D2L/BOLT.   
 
Create variety in the forms of participation so that students (and you) do not fall into a rut. The last thing that you want is a 
Discussion Board in which compliance is the only motivation to contribute. You will not enjoy reading, and students will not be 
engaged.   
 
Include a discussion forum for students to pose questions about assignments either at the module or course level. Encourage 
students to help each other work through the challenges, yet be sure to monitor to prevent the dissemination of incorrect 
information. In those cases, your “voice” needs to be heard. Consult TALE Teaching Tip: Discussion Boards: Best Practices and 
Tips.  IMDC offers discussion board documentation at their Infobase.   
 
Provide timely feedback on assignments that offers constructive advice on how to improve. Ideally, bring your voice into the 
feedback making use of D2L/BOLT’s video or audio options, screen capture tool (e.g. Techsmith Capture), or podcast. TALE 
Teaching Tip: Podcasting:  A Significant Addition to your Teaching Toolbox.  
 
Palloff and Pratt make the following recommendations: encourage students to download readings rather than simply read them 
within D2L/BOLT. In addition, before posting to a discussion board or other asynchronous format, encourage them to draft in a 
word document and let their ideas simmer.4   
 
As you set up assignments, encourage students to make time to process before they post to discussion boards. Remind 
students of the importance of studying the content before posting. When reading the posts of others, perhaps step away and 
return after they have had time to ponder. Then review the guidelines that you have provided for posting. For example, when 
posting, will you require students to support their claims with evidence from a reading? Make sure they know this is the 
expectation.   
 
Taking online courses requires students engage in self-regulated learning behaviors, making note of upcoming assignments and 
preparing to complete them. Help students develop an awareness of managing their priorities, knowing that an online course 
differs from F2f. Be sure to create that structure in D2L/BOLT content and settings. 
 
Encourage students to keep a planner in which they record all assignments, introduce them to the concept of the BU Study 
Cycle adapted from Louisiana State University. Here is a PPT of the Study Cycle (Google) adapted for different modalities 
including F2F that you can download and edit. Please email tale@bloomu.edu if you have difficulty downloading.  
  

 
4 Palloff and Pratt, Building Online Learning Communities: Effective Strategies for the Virtual Classroom, 2nd ed (San Francisco: Wiley, 
2007), 78-79. 

https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/798f70eb83954ec896db5ab23a364c841d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/bcf6ae61776b47ecb644c7ff50a9b6561d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/a13ea7cd26f6432bb429bb654b65906e1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/6aecb1bf5a954e82a6ca8fb9d9744ee11d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/6aecb1bf5a954e82a6ca8fb9d9744ee11d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/78221f7747e6434688ff51c642867eee1d
https://bupmediasite.passhe.edu/Mediasite/Play/138b490a543d471ba9ef32e28b6acad31d
https://www.bloomu.edu/documents/talettd2lcontentbetterpractices-v4pdf
http://organizations.bloomu.edu/tale/DiscussionBoards_BestPractice_Tips_TT.pdf
http://organizations.bloomu.edu/tale/DiscussionBoards_BestPractice_Tips_TT.pdf
https://bloomuimdc.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/folders/35000200753
http://organizations.bloomu.edu/tale/Podcasting_TT.pdf
http://organizations.bloomu.edu/tale/Podcasting_TT.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CuHA05tP99n9EgMz4M0OPX_UVZJlCKNt/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116796704515385683567&rtpof=true&sd=true
mailto:tale@bloomu.edu


 
 
Be sure to create rules of engagement for interactions in the course, what is sometimes called Online Etiquette or Netiquette.  
Though you can also encourage students to contribute to its creation. Topics to include are civility, respect, inclusion, timeliness, 
preparedness, responsibility to fellow learners in discussion forums and group work, and topics that are relevant no matter the 
modality including academic integrity.   
 
Building Social Presence through Communication 
 
Model the behavior that you expect or hope to see from students. Palloff and Pratt write, “Be a good role model of online 
participation by being visible on a daily basis, or at a minimum as much as is expected of learners.”5   
 
Make yourself available yet set boundaries. You do not need to be available to students 24/7. Indicate to students what your 
response time will be to email inquiries. If there are times in which you will not respond, let them know (e.g. never check emails 
after 9 pm or before 8 am; Friday evening and Saturday are reserved for family, etc.).   
 
Send friendly reminders to students within 24-48 hours before a discussion board post deadline. Explore D2L/BOLT’s Intelligent 
Agents, which can monitor student activity in the course and send automated emails when certain things happen or do not. 
Contact the IMDC staff at BU, your D2L administrator on your campus.   
 
Be willing to reach out to students who have not logged in for a few days. D2L/BOLT offers diagnostic reports. In addition, 
D2L/BOLT’s Intelligent Agent can help you identify students not fulfilling course goals and send automated messages. This is 
particularly useful for mass enrollment courses. IMDC offers documentation on Analytics and Engagement. 
 
Include a discussion forum for students to pose questions about assignments in each module or more generally in the course. 
Encourage students to help each other work through the challenges but be sure to monitor to prevent the dissemination of 
incorrect information. In those cases, your “voice” must be heard. 
 
Alternatives to email. Let’s face it, our email boxes fill up fast, and we probably don’t read everything that comes through in a 
timely manner. That is why some faculty use one of these tech tools to streamline communication: OneNote and Microsoft 
Teams are supported by BU. Other social networking tools: GroupMe and Slack provide a user experience that is more 
comparable to Facebook. 
 
Starfish (a.k.a. Husky Success) enables faculty to send kudos and raise “flags” that activates support with staff in academic 
support roles. What is more, you can record attendance in Husky Success so that academic support can identify students who 
might be struggling.6 
 
Call students who are not participating or logging in.   
  
Create an instructor persona that outlines your teaching philosophy, share research and creative work and biographical 
information, put personality into feedback to students, and of course, provide a recent picture.   
 
A picture paints a thousand words. Patrick Lowenthal and Dave Mulder report on the humanizing effect of photos in online 
interactions. Encourage students to upload a photo of themselves in their profile in D2L/BOLT and Zoom.7   
 
Create an opportunity for students to introduce themselves (D2L/BOLT’s Discussion Forum, OneNote, Microsoft Teams or tools 
and apps not supported by BU including: FlipGrid, VoiceThread, GroupMe, Slack, etc).   
 
Develop ways that this asynchronous socialization can continue (e.g. create a Zoom room where students can mingle).   
  

 
5 Palloff and Pratt, Building Online Learning Communities: Effective Strategies for the Virtual Classroom, 2nd ed (San Francisco: Wiley, 2007), 
150. 
6 At the time of writing, it is unclear when Starfish will be available at Lock Haven or Mansfield. 
7 Patrick Lowenthal and David Mulder, “Social Presence and Communication Technologies: Tales of Trial and Error,” in "Social Presence and 
the Community of Inquiry Framework,” in Social Presence in Online Learning: Multiple Perspectives on Practice and Research,” Sterling, VA: 
Stylus, 2017), 39. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-Ax_IkgQH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-Ax_IkgQH4
https://bloomuimdc.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/folders/35000216238


 
 
Community Building Activities  - Two Examples 
 
As a rule, I avoid ice-breaker activities, unless they help students make discoveries about my discipline, but in an asynchronous 
or blended environment, you might want to reconsider. Lowenthal and another colleague, Dunlap, developed the “virtual paper 
bag.” Students select five photographs to illustrate aspects of themselves and encourage other students to explore the results.   

1. Have students create a single PowerPoint slide that introduces themselves with images (what city are they taking the 
course from; favorite activity or hobby; etc.).  You can collect the photos in several ways.  

2. Have students email a thumbprint size of a headshot, collect and put into a word or PowerPoint document that serves 
as a photo roster. 

3. Have students upload a headshot to a D2L/BOLT assignment folder.   
Create a OneDrive-Word or Google Doc, and have students put their photos next to their name with a brief biography.8   
If students do not want to share their photo, give them the option of an avatar.  A variation on the “virtual paper bag” might 
solicit input from students on their favorite novels, music, television programs, heroes in their discipline, etc.  Give students 
options when appropriate.   
 
Charlotte Nirmalani Gunawardena uses a community building activity in which she creates a “Mutual Interests” discussion 
forum. After they contribute, she develops a “gallery of student profiles, noting their accomplishments, skills, interests, and 
cultural backgrounds and the images they posted, and share[s] it with the class.” Her discussion forum to seek assistance is 
called “Help Wanted, Help Given.” It is left open throughout the semester. When Halloween rolls around, they hold a virtual 
costume party.9  
 
Teaching Large Enrollment Course?   
 
Here are tips from Arizona State University’s (Canvas is their LMS; they have TAs) 
 

• Managing Student Expectations, leveraging quizzes, and reducing grading load (Part 1 of 3-part series) 
 

• Managing groups, peer review, and other peer-to-peer interactions (Part 2 of 3-part series) 
 

• Managing instructor-student communication and presence (Part 3 of 3-part series) 
 
 
 
Lisa M. Stallbaumer-Beishline, History                                     Updated on 28 May 2022 
©2022                        
 

 
8 Patrick Lowenthal and David Mulder, “Social Presence and Communication Technologies: Tales of Trial and Error,” in "Social Presence and the Community of 
Inquiry Framework,” in Social Presence in Online Learning: Multiple Perspectives on Practice and Research,” Sterling, VA: Stylus, 2017), 39. 
9 Charlotte Nirmalani Gunawardena, “Cultural Perspectives on Social Presence: Research and Practical Guidelines for Online Design,” in Social Presence and 
the Community of Inquiry Framework,” in Social Presence in Online Learning: Multiple Perspectives on Practice and Research,” Sterling, VA: Stylus, 2017), 124-
125. 

https://teachonline.asu.edu/2018/09/best-practices-for-large-enrollment-courses-in-canvas/
https://teachonline.asu.edu/2018/10/best-practices-for-large-enrollment-online-courses-part-2-managing-groups-peer-review-and-other-peer-to-peer-interactions/
https://teachonline.asu.edu/2019/07/best-practices-for-large-enrollment-online-courses-part-iii-managing-instructor-student-communication-and-presence/

